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        Will asylum for Afghan women cause more migrants to choose Switzerland?    
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                Some parliamentarians are contesting Switzerland’s policy of granting asylum to Afghan women and girls, arguing it will create a pull effect.            
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        Swiss press say ‘absurd’ European climate ruling could harm democracy    
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                Swiss newspapers have criticised a climate change ruling against the Swiss government by Europe’s top human rights court.            
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        Pharma: Novartis announces job cuts in the development division    
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                In Switzerland, 400 to 440 positions in the company's development division are likely to fall victim to the measures over the next two to three years.            
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        Strikes at Deutsche Bank’s Postbank escalate as labour demands 15.5% pay rise    
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                FRANKFURT (Reuters) – A months-long wage dispute at Deutsche Bank’s Postbank arm is escalating with additional strikes ahead of a fourth round of talks next week as employees demand a 15.5% pay raise. The pressure comes as Germany’s largest lender tries to keep a lid on costs and as it manages customer service glitches at…            
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        Asian stocks firm, take Fitch’s China downgrade in their stride    
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                By Scott Murdoch SYDNEY (Reuters) -Asian stocks traded higher on Wednesday, unfazed by a rating downgrade to China by Fitch which triggered a mild domestic sell-off as the world’s second-biggest economy struggles to mount a solid post-COVID recovery. In early European trades, the pan-region Euro Stoxx 50 futures were up 0.55% at 4,970, German DAX…            
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                By Claudia Cristoferi MILAN (Reuters) – At least three people have been killed and four are missing after a fire and explosion underground at a hydroelectric power plant in northern Italy on Tuesday, the local mayor said. Italian utility group Enel confirmed that a fire had broken out on one of its transformers at its…            
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                ZURICH (Reuters) – Influential newspapers in Switzerland on Wednesday criticised a climate change ruling against the Swiss government by Europe’s top human rights court, saying it risked undermining democracy and the political clout of environmental groups. Tuesday’s ruling by the European Court of Human Rights in favour of over 2,000 Swiss women who said Switzerland…            
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        Europe Futures Signal Rebound Ahead of US CPI Data: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — European equity futures pointed to a recovery after Asian stocks eked out mild gains ahead of key inflation data that will provide fresh clues about the Federal Reserve’s policy outlook. The Euro Stoxx 50 contract rose 0.6% after shares declined Tuesday amid caution before the US inflation print, while US stock futures were…            
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        Ukraine says it destroyed 14 of 17 drones launched by Russia    
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                (Reuters) – Russia launched 17 attack drones and several missiles targeting Ukraine’s south, Ukrainian air force and administrative officials said on Wednesday, with the country’s defences downing 14 of the drones and two guided air missiles. Ukraine Air Force Commander Mykola Oleshchuk said on the Telegram messaging app on Wednesday that Russia also launched two…            
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        Homes flooded after Ural River rises quickly in Russia’s Orenburg    
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                (Reuters) – More than 300 homes were flooded in the Russian city of Orenburg after the Ural River rose half a metre beyond its bursting point, officials said on Wednesday, as swiftly melting snow from the Ural Mountains triggered the worst flooding in decades. The deluge of meltwater overwhelmed swathes of the Ural Mountains, western…            
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        Factbox-Swiss women win big in a landmark climate case. Where do US climate cases stand?    
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                By Clark Mindock (Reuters) – A landmark climate change ruling from the European Court of Human rights on Tuesday found that the Swiss government had violated the human rights of its citizens by failing to do enough to combat climate change, in a case brought by a group of older Swiss women. In the United…            
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        Analysis-This will hurt: France braces for budget cuts    
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                By Leigh Thomas PARIS (Reuters) – After decades of spending beyond its means, France must in coming weeks show how it will avoid a budget crunch that is putting its credit ratings at risk and could even lead to the downfall of President Emmanuel Macron’s government. The timing could not be worse: cherished public services…            
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        Exclusive-EU’s new tech laws are working – small browsers gain market share    
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                By Supantha Mukherjee and Foo Yun Chee STOCKHOLM/BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Independent browser companies in the European Union are seeing a spike in users in the first month after EU legislation forced Alphabet’s Google, Microsoft and Apple to make it easier for users to switch to rivals, according to data provided to Reuters by six companies.…            
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        UK and Rwanda look forward to first migrant deportation flights in spring    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – British Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and Rwandan President Paul Kagame are looking forward to the first flights under Britain’s plan to deport asylum seekers to Rwanda departing in the spring, a readout of their meeting said on Tuesday. Sunak wants to relocate thousands of asylum seekers who arrive in Britain on small…            
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                ORSK, Russia (Reuters) -Russia and Kazakhstan ordered more than 100,000 people to evacuate after swiftly melting snow swelled mighty rivers beyond bursting point in the worst flooding in the area for at least 70 years. The deluge of melt water overwhelmed scores of settlements in the Ural Mountains, Siberia and areas of Kazakhstan close to…            
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                By Phil Stewart WASHINGTON (Reuters) – A deadly, mass famine in Gaza would likely accelerate violence and ensure a long-term conflict, U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin told a Senate hearing on Tuesday, even as he dismissed accusations that Israel was responsible for an unfolding genocide in the Palestinian enclave. Six months into Israel’s air and…            
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        UN nuclear watchdog’s board sets emergency meeting after Zaporizhzhia attacks    
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                By Francois Murphy VIENNA (Reuters) -The U.N. nuclear watchdog’s Board of Governors will hold an emergency meeting on Thursday at the request of both Ukraine and Russia to discuss attacks on the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant, after the enemies accused each other of drone attacks. The International Atomic Energy Agency has said drones struck the…            
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                MOSCOW/KYIV (Reuters) -Russia said on Tuesday that Ukraine attacked the Russian-controlled Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant for a third day with a drone but Ukrainian officials denied that Kyiv had anything to do with the attacks. Ukraine has denied it is behind a series of drone attacks on the plant over the past three days, including three…            
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                By Michael Martina and David Brunnstrom WASHINGTON (Reuters) -The U.S. is considering easing advisories against its citizens traveling to China, Deputy Secretary of State Kurt Campbell said on Tuesday, acknowledging concerns that the warnings may have curtailed exchanges between Americans and Chinese people. Communication channels between Washington and Beijing had largely normalized after months of…            
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                By Luc Cohen NEW YORK (Reuters) -Donald Trump on Tuesday lost his second last-ditch bid in as many days to delay his April 15 trial on criminal charges stemming from hush money paid to a porn star. The former U.S. president’s lawyers argued at a hearing in a mid-level state appeals court that the trial…            
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